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UC DAVIS EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

TRANSFORM. INSPIRE. ACHIEVE.

Learn to adapt and thrive in
the face of change. Gain practical
strategies you can apply immediately.

Interactive sessions will
expand your ability to confidently
guide your organization. 360-degree
assessment will provide you with
the self-awareness and meaningful
feedback essential to developing your
capacity to lead. Coaching sessions will
support you in achieving the goals
you establish in the program.

The eight-week fall cohort
begins September 14.
Apply online at
extension.ucdavis.edu/execprog
Information Sessions and Webinars
Interested in getting more information about our courses? Wondering whether a particular program is right for you? Join us for a free information session and learn about program requirements and course work, meet faculty and staff members and get answers to frequently asked questions.

Supervisory Skills and Management Development
**ONLINE:** Aug. 10 • Enroll in section 171SUP100. See page 5.

Accounting
Aug. 15 • Enroll in section 171ACC500. See page 5.

Business Analysis Certificate Program
**ONLINE:** Aug. 22 • Enroll in section 171BBA100. See page 6.

Professional Coaching for Life and Work
**IN CLASS:** Sept. 26, 2017 • Enroll in section 172CCH400.
**ONLINE:** Oct. 5, 2017 • Enroll in section 172CCH401. See page 6.

Construction Management Certificate Program
**IN CLASS:** Sept. 6 • Enroll in section 172CNM200.
**ONLINE:** Sept. 13 • Enroll in section 172CNM100. See page 6.

Human Resource Management
**IN CLASS:** Aug. 10 • Enroll in section 171HRM200.
**ONLINE:** Aug. 17 • Enroll in section 171HRM300. See page 7.

Labor-Management Relations
**ONLINE:** Aug. 17 • Enroll in section 171HRM300. See page 8.

Paralegal Studies Certificate Program
**ONLINE:** Sept. 20 • Enroll in section 172PLG100. See page 8.

Project Management Certificate Program
**ONLINE:** Aug 23. • Enroll in section 171PMG100. See page 8.

**ONLINE:** Web Development
Aug. 8 • Enroll in section 171WEB300. See page 10.

Land Use and Natural Resources
Sept. 13 • Enroll in section 172LAN100. See page 11.

New Courses
UC Davis Extension is excited to be offering these new courses for the fall academic quarter:
See page 5.

How to Start Your Coaching Business
Sept. 15 (Online workshop)-Sept. 23 (In class) • Enroll in section 172CCH301.
See page 6.

HR Strategy and Business Success
Oct. 23-Dec. 4 • Enroll in section 172HRM267. See page 7.

GIS for Forestry
UC Davis Executive Leadership Program: Now Offered Twice Per Year

The UC Davis Executive Leadership Program is sought by top-level executives throughout the Sacramento region who want to adapt and thrive in the face of change and become more effective leaders. Because of the high demand for this unique training, UC Davis Extension is pleased to announce a new fall offering of the program. The next cohort will run from September 14 through October 27 and meet every other Thursday afternoon and all day Friday in Sacramento.

Program Format:
Eight interactive sessions designed to expand students’ abilities to confidently guide their organizations.

- The Leader as Communicator
- Leadership Practices to Increase Effectiveness
- Leading Innovation
- Leading Change
- Leading as a Coach
- Leading with Emotional Intelligence
- Values, Commitments and Organizational Momentum
- Leadership Case Study

360˚ Assessment
Self-awareness and meaningful feedback from others are essential to developing your capacity to lead. Program participants use this assessment to evaluate their own leadership and receive important feedback on how others perceive them as leaders.

Coaching
Coaches help leaders focus their development efforts for the greatest impact. During the program, participants receive two coaching sessions: The first focuses on the 360˚ assessment, and the second will take place once the program has ended to support achieving goals established during the program.

Learn more about the program and apply: extension.ucdavis.edu/execprog

ALSO OF INTEREST: Specialized Leadership Skills Course
Leading Through Emotional Intelligence and Coaching
Knowing how your emotions impact the way others perceive you, and how you respond based on those emotions is a significant success factor. Learning the skills of communicating with emotional intelligence will help you understand the part emotions play in communication. Building upon this emotional intelligence knowledge, you will then look at the “coaching” mindset. With an awareness of how you react and respond, you will be prepared with skills to begin coaching.

Thursdays, Aug. 3 – 17
Sutter Square Galleria in Sacramento
Enroll in section 171MLP175
From Boeing to Coding—One Student’s Success Story

As an accomplished systems engineer for Boeing, Susan Boyland hadn’t planned on switching careers. But a work assignment involving creating a website for her team changed all of that. She discovered a talent and interest in website development and decided to take her self-taught skills to the next level.

Boyland enrolled in UC Davis Extension’s online Web Development Certificate Program and completed the coursework while juggling a busy professional and personal life.

“I liked the flexibility that the program offered due to its online format and soft deadlines,” Boyland said. “The program was very comprehensive and covered a wide range of skills needed to be successful in the web/IT industry. Most other programs I looked at only focused on one aspect or language, so I really liked that each class within the UC Davis Extension program covered a different language or web development aspect. I also really like how the AJAX class at the end combined everything that was learned in prior classes.”

Armed with a new portfolio of web development skills (and a healthy dose of optimism), Boyland began her IT-industry job search.

“The biggest challenge was definitely job hunting because of the level of experience most web development jobs require and the fact that it was a complete career change for me,” she said. “Thankfully, because of the certificate program’s comprehensive course load, I was able to land a job in the web development industry, which was my ultimate goal!”

A Faster Way to Learn: Quick Skills to Help Advance Your Career

Let’s face it, improving one’s self is never easy. It takes focus, dedication and time. Time is often the most elusive aspect to attaining your goals, as there are countless things to distract us from what we need to do. But if quickly learning a new skill—to improve your career outlook or just improve yourself—is a priority, then UC Davis Extension is here to help.

UC Davis Extension is now hosting select classes on Coursera, the world’s leading platform for self-paced, online learning. Our Coursera classes and specializations (a series of related courses that emphasize a specific job skill) are:

- **Fast**—The self-paced format gives you control over how fast you learn
- **Convenient**—Online courses let you learn when and where you want to
- **Affordable**—Basic courses can be taken for free or, for a minimal fee, you can upgrade and earn a certificate that verifies your skills to employers
- **Highly Relevant**—Courses are developed in conjunction with leading employers, ensuring that the skills you learn are in demand
- **Dynamic**—Your learning experience is engaging and interactive, connecting you with peers from around the world

Classes are open for enrollment on Coursera year-round. So, if you think the self-paced style of online learning is right for you and may provide the skills you need to advance your career, then we invite you to explore our course offerings online at extension.ucdavis.edu/coursera.

**AVAILABLE NOW ON COURSERA:**
- Autism Spectrum Disorder
- Materials Science: 10 Things Every Engineer Should Know
- The Strategy of Content Marketing
- Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
- Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
- Spanish for Beginners
- Wine Tasting: Sensory Techniques for Wine Analysis
- Data Visualization with Tableau
- Coaching Skills for Managers
- Introduction to Web Development
### Agriculture and Food Science

#### Applied Sensory and Consumer Science

Approved by the Department of Food Science and Technology, UC Davis, this online program is the only one of its kind and is continually updated to reflect cutting-edge methods in the area of sensory science and consumer testing.

Applications are due Sept. 15 for the 2017-2018 program.

#### Food Science

**Basic HACCP: A Food Safety System**  
Oct. 16-18 • $745 • Enroll in section 172SNF300.

**Advanced HACCP: Verification, Regulations and Other Challenges**  
Oct. 19-20 • $625 • Enroll in section 172SNF301.

### Arts and Humanities

#### Spanish

Learn to speak Spanish at home using a fun, creative format. Take these convenient online courses and receive transferable university-level academic credit.

**ONLINE**  
**Spanish Without Walls I**  
Sept. 18-Dec. 15 • $585 • Enroll in section 172SWW210.

**ONLINE**  
**Spanish for Beginners Specialization on Coursera**  
Year-round enrollment. Enroll in section 171SWW001.

### Autism Spectrum Disorder

As the first university-based autism program for those who work with children on the autism spectrum in California and the only program affiliated with the prestigious UC Davis MIND Institute, we pride ourselves on providing you with the highest quality, research-based education available in Autism Spectrum Disorder.

**ONLINE**  
**Evidence Based Practices for Autism Spectrum Disorder**  
Sept. 22-Dec. 9 • $675 • Enroll in section 172ADS102.

**ONLINE**  
**Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorder**  
Sept. 22-Dec. 2 • $675 • Enroll in section 172ADS100.

**ONLINE**  
**Autism Spectrum Disorder on Coursera**  
Year-round enrollment. Enroll in section 171ADS001.

### Beyond the Classroom

#### Horsepacking Adventures

These exciting outdoor adventures take participants into the California wilderness on horseback. Our summer courses combine a superb outdoor adventure with a unique educational experience. Courses typically run in June and July.

**Brewing Basics: Going Beyond the Kit**  
Oct. 7-8 • $325 • Enroll in section 172BRW730.

**Introduction to Practical Brewing**  
Dec. 11-15 • $1,400 • Enroll in section 172BRW732.
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

Management and Leadership Development

Strong management and people skills give you a competitive edge. Our Sacramento-based management training courses focus on the critical skills you need for effective team management.

FREE ONLINE INFORMATION SESSION

SUPERVISING SKILLS AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT

Join us for this free, online information session to learn how you can expand your capacity as a leader.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

Aug. 10, 11 a.m.-noon.
No charge. Enroll in section 171SUP100.

UC Davis Executive Leadership Program
Sept. 14-Oct. 27 • $5,950 • Enroll in section 172EXE250.

Supervisory Skills Series I
Sept. 12-Oct. 10 • $1,325 • Enroll in section 172SUP180.

Principles of Supervision and Management
Sept. 12 • $295 • Enroll in section 172SUP170.

Building a Motivated Workplace
Sept. 19 • $295 • Enroll in section 172SUP171.

Delegating for Results
Sept. 26 • $295 • Enroll in section 172SUP172.

Communication Skills at Work
Oct. 3 • $295 • Enroll in section 172SUP173.

Working Through Conflict
Oct. 10 • $295 • Enroll in section 172SUP174.

Management Development: Effective Management Practices
Oct. 25 - Nov. 8 • $1,950 • Enroll in section 172MGD165.

ACCOUNTING

Whether you want to enhance your accounting skills or build a concrete foundation in managerial accounting, we can meet your needs.

ONLINE

Intermediate Accounting: Part II
Sept. 18-Dec. 10 • $880 • Enroll in section 172ACC507.

ONLINE

Ethics in Accounting
Sept. 18-Dec. 10 • $880 • Enroll in section 172ACC552.

Principles of Financial Accounting
Sept. 21-Dec. 14 • $880 • Enroll in section 172ACC101.

Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Organizations
Sept. 25-Dec. 11 • $880 • Enroll in section 172ACC106.

Business Law
Sept. 26-Dec. 5 • $810 • Enroll in section 172ACC162.

Individual Income Taxation
Sept. 27-Dec. 13 • $880 • Enroll in section 172ACC150.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

ACCOUNTING

If you would like to advance to a more professional level in the accounting field, plan to attend this free information session to meet instructors and staff of our Accounting Certificate programs.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!

Aug. 15.
No charge Enroll in section 171ACC500.
Business Analysis

Learn to identify business needs and create solutions to move your organization forward. Get the training you need to start or advance your career as a business analyst.

FREE ONLINE INFORMATION SESSION

BUSINESS ANALYSIS CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

Plan on participating in this information session to hear from our faculty and staff about certificate requirements, career opportunities, the convenience of our online delivery format and receive answers to frequently asked questions.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
Aug. 22.
No charge. Enroll in section 171BBA100.

ONLINE
The Foundations of Business Analysis
Sept. 18-Nov. 24 • $1,100 • Enroll in section 172BBA400.

ONLINE
Business Analysis Planning & Execution:
Planning the Work and Working the Plan
Sept. 18 -Nov. 24 • $1,100 • Enroll in section 172BBA401.

ONLINE
Business Analysis 6 Month Fast Track
Sept. 18, 2017-March 16, 2018 • $3,740 • Enroll in 172BBA470.

Coaching for Life and Work

Whether you are looking for a new career or the opportunity to expand your leadership expertise, coaching is a skill that positively impacts the lives of others by helping them discover and eliminate the obstacles that hold them back.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

PROFESSIONAL COACHING FOR LIFE AND WORK

Join us for a free information session to meet with the Professional Coaching for Life and Work Certificate Program faculty and staff; review program curriculum, content and focus; learn about the International Coach Federation (ICF) certification requirements; and find out about career opportunities in this exciting profession.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!

CHOOSE FROM TWO SESSIONS:
In-person: Sept. 26.
No charge. Enroll in section 172CCH400.
OR
Online: Oct. 5.
No charge. Enroll in section 172CCH401.

NEW!
How to Start Your Coaching Business
Sept. 15 (Online workshop)-Sept. 23 (In class) • $625 • Enroll in section 172CCH301.

ONLINE
Coaching Skills for Managers Specialization on Coursera
Year-round enrollment. Enroll in section 171CCH001.

Construction Management

Designed for construction managers, contractors and building professionals, UC Davis Extension’s Construction Management courses focus on giving you practical, hands-on skills that you can immediately use on the job.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

If you are in the construction industry or any construction-related field, plan to attend this free information session and meet Construction Management Certificate Program faculty and staff to learn what’s happening in the job market and the local construction industry.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!

CHOOSE FROM TWO SESSIONS:
In-person: Sept. 6.
No charge. Enroll in section 172CNM200.
OR
Online: Sept. 13.
No charge. Enroll in section 172CNM100.
Fast Track Construction Management Certificate
Oct. 2, 2017-June 11, 2018 • $4,437 • Enroll in section 172CNM300.

Construction Accounting and Contract Management
Oct. 2-Dec. 11 • $865 • Enroll in section 172CNM201.

Construction Blueprint and Plan Reading
Oct. 3-Dec. 5 • $865 • Enroll in section 172CNM211.

Digital Marketing
Whether you’re new to marketing or you’re a seasoned marketer looking to brush up your skills, our Digital Marketing program offers the training you need.

ONLINE
The Strategy of Content Marketing on Coursera
Year-round enrollment. Enroll in section 172DMS002.

ONLINE
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Specialization on Coursera
Year-round enrollment. Enroll in section 171DMS001.

Fundraising and Development
Our fully online fundraising training courses provide a comprehensive overview of the development field, including career opportunities for becoming a development officer; basic terminology; the development lifecycle, including prospect identification and cultivating major donors; and strategic fundraising initiatives.

Planned Giving
Aug. 18-Sept. 26 • $895 • Enroll in section 172FUN203.

Human Resource Management
Whether you’re a seasoned human resource manager or just entering the field, we offer training to advance your career and position you at the forefront of the HR industry.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
If you are interested in expanding your role and taking advantage of leadership opportunities within your organization, plan to attend this free information session and meet with faculty and staff to learn about program benefits and requirements.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!
CHOOSE FROM TWO SESSIONS:
   In-person: Aug. 10.
   No charge. Enroll in section 171HRM200.
   OR
   Online: Aug 17.
   No charge. Enroll in section 171HRM300.

Principles of Human Resource Management
Sept. 6-Nov. 8 • $775 • Enroll in section 172HRM261.

Introduction to Labor-Management Relations
Sept. 7-Nov. 9 • $875 • Enroll in section 172LMR354.

Ethics in the Workplace
Nov. 14-Dec. 12 • $650 • Enroll in section 172HRM102.

NEW
HR Strategy and Business Success
Oct. 23-Dec. 4 • $675 • Enroll in section 172HRM267.

SPHR/PHR Certification: Preparation Course
Aug. 31-Dec. 7 • $925 • Enroll in section 172HRM276.

Complete a Professional Concentration in Fundraising and Development
extension.ucdavis.edu/fundraising
Labor-Management Relations
Expand your role and leadership ability in the field of employment regulations and administration.

Important note: This is the last year we will offer this program. If you wish to complete a certificate, you must begin your coursework this fall to complete all required courses.

FREE ONLINE INFORMATION SESSION
LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
Interested in expanding your role and taking advantage of leadership opportunities within your organization? Plan to attend this free information session and meet with faculty and staff instructors to learn about program benefits and requirements.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
Aug 17.
No charge. Enroll in section 171HRM300.

Fast Track Labor-Management Relations Certificate
June 22, 2017-June 18, 2018 • $4,292.50 • Enroll in section 172LMR350.

Introduction to Labor-Management Relations
Sept. 7-Nov. 9 • $875 • Enroll in section 172LMR354.

Ethics in the Workplace
Nov. 14-Dec. 12 • $650 • Enroll in section 172HRM102.

Paralegal Studies
Explore a variety of legal areas, including the UC Davis Extension Paralegal Studies Certificate Program, which allows you to become a trained paralegal in only six months!

FREE ONLINE INFORMATION SESSION
PARALEGAL STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Join us for this information session to learn how you can become a valuable asset in any law firm by learning to perform the most critical functions in law offices, government organizations or as a freelancer.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
Sept. 20.
No charge. Enroll in section 172PLG100.

Paralegal Studies Certificate Program
Accepting enrollments year-round • Oct. 1-Dec. 31 • $6,995 • Enroll in 172PLG300

ALSO OF INTEREST: With over 20 paralegal specialization courses ranging in topic from immigration to sports law, UC Davis Extension’s Paralegal Specialist Programs expand career opportunities and empower you as a paralegal. To learn more visit https://extension.ucdavis.edu/subject-areas/paralegal-specialist-programs.

Project Management
Project management is a high-value, modern job skill that’s in demand across industries. We offer several training options, including a Fast Track Program, that allow you to customize your education to meet your needs. Get the training you need to become an effective project manager.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Join us to learn about how our brand new Project Management Certificate Program is shorter, faster, more affordable and will help you accelerate your career as a project manager.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!
Aug. 23.
No charge Enroll in section 171PMG100.

9 Month Fast Track Project Management Certificate
Sept. 18-June 8, 2018 • $5,610 • 172PMG670

ONLINE
Foundations of Successful Project Management
Sept. 18-Dec. 8 • $1,100 • Enroll in section 172PMG650.

ONLINE
Establishing Higher Functioning Project Teams and Managing Resources
Sept. 18-Nov. 24 • $1,100 • Enroll in 172PMG651.

ONLINE
Controlling Quality in Project Management
Sept. 18-Nov. 24 • $1,100 • Enroll in 172PMG653.

ONLINE
Managing Project Risk and Integration
Sept. 18-Nov. 24 • $1,100 • Enroll in 172PMG655.
Launched at UC Davis in 1990, the Collaboration Center builds professionals’ capacity to resolve conflicts and facilitates long-lasting public policy solutions that serve the people and needs of California and beyond.

Thousands of leaders in the public and private sectors have participated in courses and services through the Collaboration Center, which has been recognized for high education standards, expert instructors and consultants and outstanding client service.

Let the Collaboration Center help your team through our custom training and consulting services in public policy facilitation, conflict resolution and public engagement. To learn more, visit extension.ucdavis.edu/collaboration or call (530) 757-8965.

Introduction to Conflict Resolution
Oct. 11-Dec. 6 • $695 • Enroll in section 172CRP101.

Environment and Sustainability
Environment and Sustainability is a multidisciplinary program that combines aspects of green building, sustainable design and energy to develop healthier communities and define effective ways to utilize energy and water.

Business of Sustainability
Nov. 1-3 • $675 • Enroll in section 172SEG107.

Healthcare Analytics
Developed with UC Davis faculty and analysts as well as industry experts, the Healthcare Analytics program provides a broad background in analytical skills for clinicians, researchers, managers, consultants and IT professionals.

Introduction to Healthcare Analytics
Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172HCA200.

Applied Healthcare Statistics
Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172HCA202.

Quantitative Methods and Decision Analysis
Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172HCA203.

Health Informatics
Explore the emerging health informatics field and how the acquisition, storage, retrieval and use of information can play a critical role in enhancing the quality of care, reducing the costs of delivery and addressing population health issues.

Introduction to Health Informatics
Sept. 27-Dec. 15 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172MHI200.

Consumer and Mobile Health Informatics
Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172MHI216.

Health Information Systems Analysis and Design
Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $1,200 • Enroll in section 172MHI212.
CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES

UC Davis Extension’s Center for Human Services provides training, consultation, research and other services to human services organizations and professionals throughout California and across the nation. We deliver expertise in such practice areas as child welfare, tribal social services, probation, developmental disabilities and other mental health issues, early childhood education, adult protective services, public assistance eligibility and more.

humanservices.ucdavis.edu

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Website Design and Development

Current skills in website/web app development, web programming and database design are in high demand. Here, you’ll get the foundational skills you need to succeed in any web development environment.

FREE ONLINE INFORMATION SESSION

WEB DEVELOPMENT

Join us to learn more about the Web Development Certificate Program and how you can excel in today’s digital workforce. We’ll discuss program requirements and content, career options and emerging trends in the field.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

Aug. 8.
No charge. Enroll in section 171WEB300.

ONLINE

Creating Functional Websites

Sept. 6-Nov. 14 • $825 • Enroll in section 172WEB501.

ONLINE

Server-Side Scripting with PHP

Sept. 27-Dec. 5 • $825 • Enroll in section 172WEB512.

ONLINE

Creating Web Applications with AJAX

Oct. 4-Dec. 5 • $825 • Enroll in section 172WEB515.

ONLINE

Introduction to Web Development on Coursera

Year-round enrollment • Enroll in section 171WEB001.

ONLINE

Data Visualization and Tableau Specialization on Coursera

Year-round enrollment • Enroll in section 172DSV002.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Enjoy an unforgettable cultural learning experience at UC Davis, one of the most highly regarded public universities in the world, known internationally for its high academic standards, outstanding faculty and heritage of international engagement. Develop your English language, communication and professional skills in this 10-week program.

Intensive English Program for International Students

Sept. 27-Dec. 8 • $3,800
For more information visit cie.ucdavis.edu.

“My instructor encouraged proper coding practices in our assignments, which was something that impressed my future employer.”

—Susan Boyland, Web Development Certificate Program graduate.

Read about Susan Boyland in From Boeing to Coding—One Student’s Success Story on page 3.
LAND USE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Land Use

Through theory and practice, these courses will broaden your framework in land use and help you develop specific techniques and skills for more effective job performance.

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

LAND USE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Join us for this information session to hear about our programs in Land Use and Natural Resources, meet our instructors and staff, and learn what our program, one of the largest of its kind in the western United States, can offer you.

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!

Politics and Policymaking
Oct. 13 • $360 • Enroll in section 172LAN101.

Planning Tools to Create Healthy Communities
Oct. 18 • $360 • Enroll in section 172LAN102.

Financial Aspects of Planning
Sept. 14-Oct. 13 • $675 • Enroll in section 172LEP101.

Environmental Planning and Site Analysis
Nov. 16-Dec. 15 • $675 • Enroll in section 172LEP102.

Land Use Planning for Non-Planners: An Introduction to Planning in California
Oct. 25 • $360 • Enroll in section 172LAN103.

Natural Resources

Acquire the skills to understand and comply with federal and state environmental regulations, including CEQA, NEPA, Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act and more with UC Davis Extension’s natural resources courses.

Mitigation Measure Development and Monitoring
Nov. 8 • $360 • Enroll in section 172NAT101.

CEQA: A Step-by-Step Approach
Oct. 20 • $360 • Enroll in section 172PRC101.

Habitat Conservation Planning
Dec. 8 • $360 • Enroll in section 172PRC102.

EIR/EIS Preparation and Review
Oct. 27 • $360 • Enroll in section 172NAT102.

Air Quality Analysis
Nov. 17 • $360 • Enroll in section 172PRC103.

Water Resources

From water law and policy to water resources planning and urban growth, these courses aim to give practical guidance for those involved with managing California’s complex water supplies.

Streambank Assessment and Restoration
Nov. 15 • $360 • Enroll in section 172WAT101.

Water Quality Regulation and Permitting
Dec. 1 • $360 • Enroll in section 172WAT102.

Geographic Information Systems

Gain a working knowledge of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology, terminology and applications, focusing on the ArcGIS software package with beginning, intermediate and advanced courses from UC Davis Extension.

GIS Database Design
Sept. 7-15 • $695 • Enroll in section 172GIS105.

NEW GIS for Forestry
Dec. 13-15 • $695 • Enroll in section 172GIS113.

ONLINE Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Specialization on Coursera
Year-round enrollment • Enroll in section 171LUP001.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety
Expand your knowledge of current health and safety issues and regulations, and learn to create and maintain a safer work environment. Examine the critical issues confronting business, industry and government, and become proactive in managing health and safety programs.

Health and Safety Management and Program Development
Sept. 11-14 • $790 • Enroll in section 172HSD501.

Fire and Life Safety Awareness
Sept. 19-20 • $550 • Enroll in section 172HSD522.

Designing and Delivering Effective Health and Safety Training
Oct. 2-6 • $800 • Enroll in section 172HSD122.

Environmental and Toxics Laws and Regulations
Nov. 15-16 • $675 • Enroll in section 172HSD574.

Hazardous Materials Management
Designed for professionals responsible for those involved with hazardous materials, these courses help you acquire the knowledge you need to communicate state and federal hazardous materials regulations to safety managers and hazardous waste workers.

Health and Safety Refresher for Hazardous Waste Workers—8 Hours
July 28 • $195 • Enroll in section 171HSD101.

OSHER LIFELONG LEARNING INSTITUTE
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI) at UC Davis offers an extraordinary variety of fun and thought-provoking programs and road trips to serve active minds. Explore, investigate and challenge new ideas during OLLI courses, discussions, events and performances. Visit our website for more information about OLLI, including a full listing of available courses and how to become a member.

extension.ucdavis.edu/olli

WINEMAKING
Learn the science behind the art of winemaking with our online certificate program.

Viticulture and Enology
From integrated pest management and cover crops to wine chemistry and filtration, learn about the cultivation of grapes and the science of wine and winemaking in the following courses.

ONLINE
Introduction to Wine and Winemaking
Sept. 25-Dec. 11 • $685 • Enroll in section 172VIT251.

Current Issues in Vineyard Health
Dec. 5 • $210 • Enroll in section 172VIT204.

Wine Appreciation
Enhance your critical tasting ability and study the components of wine appearance, aroma and flavor.

ONLINE
Sensory Techniques for Wine Analysis on Coursera
Year-round enrollment • Enroll in section 171VIT001.

Winemaking Business
Learn the ins-and-outs of running your own winery or vineyard—from taxation and accounting to marketing and public relations.

Taxation and Accounting for the Vineyard
Nov. 1 • $210 • Enroll in section 172VIT205.

Taxation and Accounting for the Winery
Nov. 2 • $210 • Enroll in section 172VIT206.

extension.ucdavis.edu/winemakingcert

Join us for this FREE event:
OLLI ANNUAL KANGAS LECTURE
SPECIAL GUEST: Bob Dunning
Oct. 14: Sat., 1-3 p.m.
UC Davis Campus: UC Davis International Center, 463 California Ave.
This event is open to the public.
ENROLLMENT INFORMATION

How to enroll
You can enroll in advance online, in person, by mail, phone or fax. Payment is due at the time of enrollment. Visit our website for the most complete and up-to-date information. extension.ucdavis.edu

If your plans change
If you are not able to attend a course you have enrolled in, you may be able to send a substitute, transfer to another course or withdraw. Some courses have special refund deadlines—review the Student Services section of the website or call us.

Special discounts
Your course may have a discount. To find out, check the course information online or call us.

Accessing your record online

Current/past students
At extension.ucdavis.edu use the MY ACCOUNT button to log in to your account. Do not create a new account if you have previously enrolled in UC Davis Extension courses. Use the FORGOT LOGIN or FORGOTTEN PASSWORD options to recover your login credentials. Give us a call if you are not successful in logging in to an existing record.

New students
At extension.ucdavis.edu create an account during the enrollment process or click on MY ACCOUNT and create a new account.

View your record
Once logged in you can view your upcoming courses, see completed courses, print a receipt for past payments and order a transcript.

Financing your education
Check options online for G.I. Bill, job training funds, tax credit reporting or student loans.

Student Services
For information on student conduct, holiday hours and much more, visit the Student Services section online. Contact us as soon as possible regarding services for students with disabilities. extension.ucdavis.edu/student-services

STUDENT SERVICES

CLASSROOMS

Da Vinci Building
1632 Da Vinci Ct., Davis. Parking permits are required Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-10 p.m. and cost $9.

Sutter Square Galleria
2901 K St., Sacramento (Located between 29th and 30th and J and K streets).

UC Davis International Center
463 California Ave., Davis. Permit parking is available in lots VP16 and VP22 off Becket Hall Circle and VP15 off California Ave.

The parking fee is $1 per hour with validation ($3 maximum per day). Parking tickets can be validated in the lobby of room 200. For additional information, visit the website. extension.ucdavis.edu/student-services

SUTTER SQUARE GALLERIA PARKING GARAGE

Da Vinci Building
1632 Da Vinci Ct., Davis. Parking permits are required Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-10 p.m. and cost $9.

Sutter Square Galleria
2901 K St., Sacramento (Located between 29th and 30th and J and K streets).

UC Davis International Center
463 California Ave., Davis. Permit parking is available in lots VP16 and VP22 off Becket Hall Circle and VP15 off California Ave.

The parking fee is $1 per hour with validation ($3 maximum per day). Parking tickets can be validated in the lobby of room 200. For additional information, visit the website. extension.ucdavis.edu/student-services
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KICK START YOUR CAREER, EXPAND YOUR NETWORK.

Join the Cal Aggie Alumni Association and receive amazing member benefits.

A CAAA MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:

- Access to the One Aggie Network
- Discounts on UC Davis Extension classes
- UC Davis Magazine subscription
- Discounts on insurance plans
- And much more!

(800) 242-4723
alumni.ucdavis.edu

CAL AGGIE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION